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LATEST. NEWS. |LLOYD GEORGE'S | toni conserpion orthe Raion is tos for | ENGLAND FACES | getter wit"tn alowancr for contingent, 
ORR : r gether with an allowance for contingencies, 

SHORT ITEMS OF INTEREST DESPE RATE CRY. ever!” Lloyd George, in that press, is con- VAST BU DG ET. make up a total of £1,590,000,000. : 

FROM VARIOUS SOURCES. He tells that Nation is Lost Unless os praised and patted on the back and | -ytraordinary Taxation to be Im-.| “A total of this kind has, of course, never 
— Conscription be Introduced. t € people are told that he the most popular | ,55eq to Meet the Vast War Ex- | before been reached, but I go further, and 

Amade in Petersburg. ; Great Forces Arrayed the Ministor politician in the county and the one real penditure. Vast Deficit in Sight. venture to say that there is no record of a 

Petersburg, Sept. 28. General d’Amade of Munitions. pairiot in the time of peril. But the North: | 1 avy SUMS FOR ALLIES. | tion having voluntarily accepted liabilities 
has arrived here from Bucharest. The nature FOR AND AGAINST HIM. cliffe press is very much stultified in these on ‘ Fea Bon : bearing so high a proportion of the total 

of his mission is kept secret. The Biggest Organisations in the days and has been constantly exposed and that ue ee Se ee ee Duende national income for which provision has to 

Torpedoed. Kingdom Resist Forced Military | shown to be in the wrong. Therefore what ie a eee 3 ures oe i = ; | be made within a single year. 

London, Sept. 28. The English Steamer | Service. The Employers of Labor | the Northcliffe press can accomplish to day y coorignise in a ebts o Heavy Taxation. 

Cornubia, 1889 tons, has been torpedoed in and Landowners Oppose. is infinitisimal compafed to what it could : In the matter of fresh taxation the English 

the Mediterranean. Lenden, Sept. 26. The situation here is | have done a year agg. when it was at the London, Sept. 28. _The Chancellor of the | are not spared... War profits are to be taxed 

War Profits in Folland. becoming each day enormously more comp- | height of its popularity.” “| Exchequer, Mr. McKenna, in bringing in the | 69 0/,. Income tax is to be raised 40°, but 

Amsterdam, Sept. 28. It is proposed to | licated. It has come to a point where the So taken all in all, the forces that back | third war Budget, announced that the country | with 20°), to the end of the year. Thus a 

bring in a new tax upon war profits. A | classes and the masses are dividing up and | Lloyd George are not very powerful and would have to face a dead-weight debt at | man with £100,000 per annum will be called 
State Commission is working out the project. | taking strong sides against one another. those ranged against him are strong and well | the close of the present financial year of | upon to pay down a solid sum of £34,029. 

Threatened Strike. Lloyd George, in all the confusion and | organised. His cries about the country £2,200,000,000 with a revenue of £387,000,000. Motor-cars, motor-cycles, cinema films 

London, Sept. 28. The dock workers | jealousies, in all the bickerings and quarrel- | being lost, are hailed’ by an ever growing | The deficit for 1914 was £334,000,000. Clocks; wakcles) “musiGl’ instruments, plate: 

throughout the country threaten to go out ings that fill the air, stands out as the one party of peace which/ utilises such express- The Triple Task. glass and hats are all to be heavily taxed, 

on strike unless the shipowners grant their | man of note, the man who thinks is possible jones in order to further its propaganda, England has undertaken a triple task in | 33°/ ad valorem. In all the new taxation is 

requests. at the last moment to stimulate his inert and | arguing that if the situation is as bad as | this war, and one so vast that the financiers | reckoned fo bring in an extra revenue of 

The Dardanelles Fiasco, : chronically apathetic countrymen into the | Lloyd George makes jt out to be, neither | of the world, and those of England itself, | £102,155,000. 

_ Paris, Sept. 28. The Deputy Merlin, writ- same fierce condition of high pressure energy conscription nor anything else will avail, except | are wondering whether the wealth of Great Postal, telegraph and telephone rates are to 

ing in the Petit Parisien, says that the Dar- | in which he himself lives and belives in. to make peace as soorl as possible. Britain will suffice to meet it. England | be increased. Halfpenny postage is to be ; 

danelles expedition was badly organised and A Dangerous Game. # | WANT THE TRUTH undertakes to keep command of the sea, to | abolished, the weight of letters carried for, a 

has come to a standstill. But Lloyd George is playing an exceedingly | | to OY Sariamemtcompliain That tne | Maintain an army, and to assist her Allies | penny to be reduced, a new and higher scale 

French Hopes. re dangerous game and he is fully aware of it.| Government Conceals Facts About the | by furnishing them with supplies and by | is to be introduced for parcels post, the 

Paris, Sept. 28. The military critic of the | More than once he has offended his own War. The Ochta Explosion. aiding them in financing their purchases in | charge for the first twelve words of a tele- 

Petit Journal says that the next few days | class, the workingman. And already from London, Sept. 28. There is ever growing | countries other then their own. Which | gram to be 9 pence, in place of six as hitherto; 
5 will show whether or not the new born hopes | the centre of the Workingsmen’s Unions, | dis-satisfaction in Parliament against the ex- | being put into plainer language signifies | the price of press telegrams to be in- 

of a general offensive are to be realised. there are heard strong “Anti Lloyd George“ | treme secretiveness of the government as re- | that Great Britain undertakes to pay for its | creased, etc., etc. 

English Financial Needs. cries. The workmen are beginning to realise gards facts concerning the war. Each day | Allies. ' The deficit when all is over at the end of 

London, Sept. 28. The Russian Finance that Lloyd George, although of them, isnot | Members rise and make bitter complaint. Several intelligent and inquisitive Members | the present financial year will be £1,285,000,000, 

Minister Bark has prolonged his stay here. | and never has been with them in sympathy, At a recent sitting in the House— of the House of Commons have posed the | which together with last year’s deficit of 334 

His business does not progress as well as | that heshas merely used his nominal friend- Mr. Trevelyan asked the Home Secretary | very pertiment question firstly to the former, | millions of various indebtedness of the gov- 

might have been. ship for the workingman for political pur- | why it was regarded as necessary to conceal | and now to the new Chancellor of the Ex- | ernment brings the dead-weight of debt to 

America Interested. poses, and that with success, But, that when for so long through thé Press censorship the | chequer, as to what limit there was to the | the stupendous sum of £2,200,000,000. 

New York, Sept. 28. Great interest is taken | it comes to the test he appears as the friend | news of the destruction of the Ochta works | advances which Great Britain might be Pee 

on this side of the Atlantic as regards the | Only in name but not in deed. | in Russia, when one of the reasons for the | called upon to pay on account of her Allies, THE AMERICAN LOAN. 

Baltic situation which, it is considered, tends Fs Against Lloyd George. | supreme need of the production of more | it always being understood that Russia and) |e Meet Oe cans maa 

to a shortening of the war. The parties ranged against Lloyd George | munitions here was to make up for this ca- | Italy were specially referred to. And the To'Date. 

Bulgaria’s Answer. here are very powerful. He is now the | lamity to our Ally. answer has been given that it was not possible | New York, Sept. 23. The conferences of 

Sofia, Sept. 28. The reply to the last ap- | the fighting, head of the Conscription party, | Sir J. Simon said the report referred to, | to say. the Anglo-French commissioners with the 

peal made by the Quadruple Alliance Powers | With Churchill egging him along. Lloyd | whether true or false, had never been sub- No Limit. American bankers are held in what is de- | 

to Bulgaria, requesting that country to take George has forever been dominated by the | mitted to the Press Bureau, and the Bureau | Four and half months ago Mr. Lloyd | scribed as “a place somewhere up town”, a 

up arms against Turkey, will undoubtedly be stronger will and the more enterprising cha- | knew nothing of it until Monday, 13th inst. | George, he then being Chancellor of the | place where the big men of the financial 

negative. racter of he who now fills the post of Chan- | On_ that date, withoy) any previous sub- hequer, informed the House of Commons | section and the members of the commission 

General Marchand Wounded. cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. And / mission to the Press Bureau, the Amalgamated | that the amount of money advanced to the can meet without attracting attention. The ~ a 

The well-known General Marchand, whose | Churchill is the most dangerous of friends | Press published the story in a serial called | Ajjies amounted to 200,000,000. Ten probability is that the meetings are being 

name became so prominent in the Fashoda | 4d advisers. Against the Minister of Muni- | «The Great War.” That night the Daily News | weeks later, according to Mr. McKenna, it held in the mansion of Pierpont Morgan, 

affair, has been severely wounded. He has | tons who might aptly be re-christened the | applied for permission to publish, and the | has reached the sum of to £423,000,000 | which residence is surrounded by private 

been hit in the spinal column, but there are | Minister of Conscription there stand in firm Star repeated the application on the 14th. | more than doubled. And the Russian Minister | detectives and police in uniform guard the 

hopes that his life may be saved. array the two greatest workmen’s organisations | Both applications had to be refused on the | of Finance is just now in London, and it is | doors and Pinkerton’s men the inside. The 

qeckich Successes, in the country, the Trade’s Unions and the | ground that the publication of such matter | no secret that he is demanding a vast sum | sum to be advanced, should negociations 

Constantinople, Sept. 28. Two of the | Association of Railroad Workers. They are | might apparently contravene Regulation 18 | of money on behalf of his country. Nor is | come to a satisfactory conclusion, would be 

patrols of the Allies have been captured opeuly opposed to Lloyd George upon the | of the Defence of the Realm regulations, | there the smallest chance of either Italy, | £120,000,000. It will be underwritten by the 

near Anaforta. The Turks made a surprise | Subject of Conscription, and exceedingly | which prohibited publication, without lawful | or Russia returning any of the money that | vast American banking syndicate the members 

attack and captured several trenches and | Suspicious of him on the subject of the | authority, of any information with respect to | has been advanced by Great Britain, most | of which will have the advantage of a point 

much ammunition and material of war. governmental control of factories which he , the war materials of any of his Majesty's | certainly not so long as the war lasts, even | or so below par and of selling it to the 

King to King. hae brougat tanto He seek ans UO ae | Allies, but the Press Bureau referred the | jf they should, in the future, be in a position , public at par. 

Sofia, Sept. 28. King Ferdinand of Bul- forgotten that in a country where disorgani- | matter to the War Office. In the meantime, | to repay it at all. | The appeal made by the Morgan -Loeb 

garia has sent a telegram to King Constantin sation is the rule, as in England, those again without any previous submission to Entire Renewal. i groups to the Bankers, was based upon the 

of Greece in which he informs the Greek | Parties are perfectly organised. | the Press Bureau, the Evening News published . : . 4 | argument that unless America granted the 

Monarch that the mobilisation of Bulgaria Powerful Opponents. the report in their principal editions of the Russia has to entirely as oes | sum asked for the fall in the agio on the y 

in nowise is intended as against Greece. Further Lloyd George has a powerful | 15th, and later on that evening, in view of make ey it must be a perfectly mg i sovereign would be so great that it would 

flttacked by Indians, section of the community opposed to him in | the circumstances, the War Office decided that creation, everything has to be Leones * 2 i be impossible for the English to do business 

New York, Sept. 28. A train at Torres, in | the persons of the labor givers. They are | the matter might be released for publication. sated oa ae oat a of al | with the United States. This appeal, coming 

Mexico, has been derailed by Yaki Indians. Supliers conscription for they see in it | ae al Be Sa ual ee sehen just at the moment when the great demands 

i 4 i the doom of English trade. America is fast : f isi f all kinds has just set in, 
Eighty women and children were placed eo : fool 3 : | WAR ON TWO FRONTS eccrine ‘prices’ arc eabedaand the ae! ‘or provisions of al inds J ae : 

into one of the waggons which was laden rawing british trade away and has aug- | Holding the French and English in the tee ; | undoubtedly appeals to the commercial in 

with hay and the whole set fire to. Only | mented her shipping over 150,000 tons since | West. Retreat of Russians in Volhynia. must be paid in gold. Russia today has not | ctincis of the American. 

twenty passengers were saved. the commencement of the war. That is all Fighting on the western front has been of | even enough railroad waggons to transport | 1 is stated that no less than 30,000 under- 

Enthusiasm in Paris. at the. expense of England whose entire | the fiercest, and both sides have taken many the Smt ia} ot wat from one part of the | Writers will participate in the loan. It is 

Paris, Sept. 28. The news from the front | existence is founded upon her over sea trade, | Prisoners. With such extensive lines as those | Empire to the other. And “bint vast SUMS | stated that an agreement upon general lines 

has aroused the utmost enthusiasm here. | President Wilson has one strong and fixed existing if it comes to a general engagement rags hs oe = un ipreeet oe has been reached and that the Anglo-Franco 

The papers announce that the number of the idea, which is that of encreasing the mer- | 4S has been the case, both sides are ex- a OS ee Commission will now go to Chicago to talk 

prisoners constantly augments, First they | cantile navy of the United States, and he ceedingly likely to have local advantages, and | "180'- soon over matters with the bankers there. 

were given as 16,000 and 200 officers, later has done a great deal already in that direction, | €ach consequently claim victories. And so And as Mr. McKenna said: vie my, Terrific Artillery Fire. 

on as 20,000 prisoners in all ; The English producer sees that action of it has come about now, right hon. friend, the Prime Minister, intro- On the German side it is admitted that the 

: A Denial to pias America with the greatest anxiety. And when Probably Exaggerated. duced the Vote of Credit last Wednesday, he English and French this time suffered from 

- : he pictures to himself America free and Great excitement is reported as existing in | gave £3,500,000 as the current daily rate of | 1, shortage of ammunition, and that their 
Constantinople, Sept. 28. Dr. Jaeckh who A ee ; . ‘ di fi that vote. “As the@ont: g 5 : 

+ nde for some time’at’ teFeadquarters without conscription and England trammelled | Paris, and in London; the newspapers are net expenditure from that vote. As theCom- | a titlery fire was of unrecorded severity. They 

of G et TaRART UO Sanderar eave se Lord | 28 She is and in poor financial condition, as making the utmost of a. partial success. But | mittee know, we have to meet expediture | .4.5it that at one point a division had to re- se 

‘ y cs assuredly will be the case after the war, and | Such successes have been several times an- from votes other than the Vote of Credit, | j 234 But the troops are in splendid spirits 

: Kitchener’s statement to the effect that the Si canmeninGn aie f that ie the { nounced and, as in the case of Neuve Chapelle and we have to form an estimate of expend- : fort th i ith knowled 

Turkish troops were depressed is entirely F NOD a) Bis OY ue | . 7 it 1 aman thecDel and comfort themselves wi le knowledge 

; : manufacturer sees in it all nothing less | were found afterwards to have been only par- | ure over a longer perio jan the Frime | that the losses of the enemy are enormous. 
devoid of foundation. He says that, on the 2 ; agate e eee : Minist ldtinke intowieet ao hi y 

; than ruin staring him in the face. So he | tial victories purchased at too great loss of life. inister could take into view in moving: lis No Success. 
contrary, under the leadership of Enver Pasha : : rticul i M tends to th = 

. «ae also is a sworn enemy of Lloyd George and The Germans report having taken over | Particular motion. Dae a eye cent. Ce The German official report tells that the 
the old time Ottoman spirit has returned and aces 2 dof the fi fal d it includ s 

the Turkish soldiers are full of zeal and | MS conscription ideas. 6,000 prisoners. General French reports | ud of the financial year, and it includes Our | sitempt of the enemy to force the lines has 

enthusiasm The Conservative or what is nowadays having captured 53 officers and 2,800 men, expenditure on all services. met with no success. But, on the other hand, 

” ‘Turkish Reply. called the Unionist Party — is divided against | 18 cannon, 32 machine guns, and the all Five Million a Day. the Allies met with heavy losses in several 

Constantinople, Sept. 28. The assertions | itself on the matter of Lloyd George and | important thing is that the fight is continuing “Taking the whole period until March 31, | Places. A counter attack at Loos resulted in 

made by Lord Kitchener as regards pessimism | his conscription ideas. The landowners are | in full force. : the best estimate that can be formed of the | 750 more.English taken prisoner, which brings 

existing amongst the Turkish troops has | bitterly against the Minister of Munitions on The French report having captured 300 | total daily rate of expenditure on all services | the number captured at this point to 3397, 

caused considerable amusement here. The | account of his agrarian measures, passed officers in the Champagne district, 1500 men, | from now onwards is jupwards of £4,500,000, | including officers. The English tried the use 

Turks make reply that as the English, accord- | when he was Chancellor of the Exchequer and over 70 field guns. They claim to have | anq in the later weeks of the financial year | Of poisonous gases without success. 

ing to their own accounts were beaten, it is | and which meant almost ruin to them. The repulsed all attacks. it may have risen to more than £5,000,000 | The French Ok ns = been repulsed. 

difficult to imagine upon what logical basis | Liberals are also divided, but largely in the a day. n the East. : 

Lord Kitchener could imagine the Turks to majority against conscription. One asks veaita Y ARSHIE BROWN UP. on _ “The Committee will realise what this ris- _ ge ea mere ¥ ee 

be pessimistic. They think that either Kitch- So. — a oe has | Cause Unknown. An Admiral Drowned. | ing scale of expenditure must mean in the - : men have been captured ai 

ener is mis-informed or that he seeks to con- | behind him that makes him hold on so Brindisi, Sept. 28. The Italian line of | ensuing financial year. ischenew. 

ceal his anxiety by boastfulness. strenuously to concription. ; battle ship Benedetto Brin, 13,400 tons, has | “1 will complete the details of the expend- The Russians appear to have given up the 

Threatening Bulgaria. Pessimistic Talk. been blown to pieces, First there was a | iture in the current year. In addition to the offensive in Volhynia and General von Lin- 

Paris, Sept. 28. The Zemps publishes an Of late the Minister of Munitions has been | loud explosion followed by a fire which | main heads to which I have already referred, | singen has crossed the Styr near Luck. The 

article in which it openly threatens Bulgaria | the most pessimistic talking politican in Great | swept the entire - Of the 820 men | the Navy, the Army, and external advances, | Russians are in full retreat all along the line. 

with the vengeance of the Entente Powers. Britain. And there you have the entire secret | aboard, 8 officers and 379 men were saved. | there is a charge of £30,000,000 for pre- | Servian Minister Leaves Sofia. 

It says that unfortunately small nations can of his line of thought. He tells the British | Amongst the lost is Admiral Rubin de | and post-moratorium biils, etc., arising out of Sofia, Sept. 28. It is considered that diplo- 

not be prevented from commiting suicide. public that the country is in the gravest | Cervin. The cause of the catastrophe is | certain arrangements made in the City at the | matic relations with Servia have been severed 

The result of what has taken place will be | danger and that the situation is well nigh | unknown, but it is said not to be from any | outbreak of the war, and £170,000,000 for-} with the daparture of the Servian Minister 

that the road to Constantinople will lead | desperate, If the country is to be saved | exterior cause. The Benedetto Brin was | our ordinary national services, excluding the | from here, although the reason given for 

through Servia and Bulgaria instead of via | there is nothing left, he says, for it but con- | built in 1901 and was not of high vaiue as | Army and the Navy, but including the charge | Minister: Antitsch leaving was that he was 

Gallipoli. scription. Lloyd George works in with the | a naval unit. for debt. § going to take a vacation. 
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WAR TRUTH CHRISTIANITY be heard in all neutral countries alike—put ] RUDYARD KIPLING AND Kipling’. It seems to me that in this age 
J J ee by everybody with equal earnestness, and AMERICAN IMPRESSIBILITY of ‘superficial modernism a living cur is 

, AND NATIONAL ECONOMY, echoed in the minds even of those whose * | superior to a dead lion. Have Max Miiller 
; By: Arthur’ B. Yolland. obligations to the Entente enjoin silence—is, | “ Campaign of Crude Falsehood. | and Wilson, and Jones and a score of others 

2 : ee “When will the war end?” Europe desires By An Indian Hindu. who studied India never lived? And it 
i ee the oes to the Missionary : peace: and, if she is so terribly anxious to | Last night in a kino I saw one of the |. seems to me that in the domain of poetry 

Go preach to graves where your dead you bury! render Europe a service, the sooner Great | American Jungle films. Then I understood | perhaps even in England, Tennyson and 
Praise human love with all your art Britain opens the way for negociations, the | why the campaign of press lies inspired by | Shelley and Swinburne are in a fair way to be = 
Over your brother’s bleeding heart ! better. England against Germany has succeeded so | replaced by the “Barrack-Room Ballads” of 

Raise altars, seen from Heaven’s high domes, No more opportune moment than the | well in America. Kipling. The poet seems no longer im- 
Over the ashes of ruined homes; present could possibly be chosen by Great The spirit of the enterprize on which a | mortal. Only the living vulgarity seems to 

. Preach. brother-love, of light-born. years, Britain for showing Europe that her solicitude | fortune must have been spent to make a | matter in materialistic England and her ad- 
To u war-rent world of blood and tears: for the welfare of that Continent is sincere. | still greater fortune, can be judged from the | mirer nations. ; 

Oe rit he The smaller states have refused to be per- | composition of the scenes, which betrays ar: When I ask people if they have read 
Cee ee ded, and are equally reluctant to be bul- | utter i f India, The whole thing | F.W.Bain’s beautiful Hindu romances which 

To bring these dead to life again! : oeapeet © Te nae : Oe rae Oe aCe Tae whole Wine ‘ ioe 
ee : : lied, into a belief that they are still in need | is a triumph of superficiality pellmelled to | for the real connossieurs of English literature, You are your brother's heeper—you, of stepmotherly tutelage; the British Fleet is | create a gigantic sensation. have, within a decade of their production 

3 With light that shines the centuries through ; still nominally in command of the seas, and The dais of the Maharaja’s throne has orna- | become classics of the English language, 

: Your brother fares on War's wild quest— has been able to paralyse the transmarine | ments of animal skulls, perhaps of buffaloes, | |-am told: “No, we never heard of them”. 
His sword is at his brother’s breast ! : trade of Great Britain’s rivals; Britain has | a thing not only against the artistic sense | And how could they have heard of them? 
Save him from darkness of the fight— never aspired to the position of a Con- | and tradition of the Hindus but utterly re- | They hear only the literary Tomtom which 
Lift your lost brother to the Light!” tinental Power (what a lucky coincidence!); | pulsive to their religion. The Brahmin | Kipling has borrowed from the low caste 

Se Win Woklenick ok Tis wives the financial supremacy of the world has | Priests are dressed in Mohammadan costumes | Patiahs of India and with whose primitive 
eee MOLI ANE AVG I ERG not yet been appropriated by America, | impossible and wear Sikh beards. The elephant | beating he fills the world with calumny of India : 

f As the souls of the slain went up to God! though such an eventuality is regarded, at | drivers are Negroes dressed in long white | and his own vulgar renown. This jingo 
(From the Chicago Sunday Herald, May 5, 1915.) least by Americans, as inevitable; British | robes reaching down to the feet such as are | poct of England—If such a thing can be 

' ‘We are living in the midst of the most | the foundations of future cooperation: the | territory is still intact; the question of the | never worn by elephant drivers in any part | associated with pvetry—was brought up in sp ie 
terrible conflict the world has ever seen, We | very existence of the white race and the faith | hegemony in the Far East has not yet be- | of India. They drive the elephants, not by | India from his childhood and instead of 
are not concerned with its causes, or with | it professes, is at stake; we are indeed faced | come acute: and—last not least—the British | riding on the latter’s necks as is the custom, | studying the people with sympathy—a thing 
the pleas of justification set forth before the | with the possibility of a bankruptcy of Chris- | nation has not yet been subjected to the | but by walking besides them. The seats on | Tarely possessed by his people for foreigners 

‘ forum of humanity by those British statés- | tianity. The first step towards a renunciation | trying test of the introduction of a system | the elephants are not Indian Houdahs but | —he imbibed. the poison of arrogant con- 
men who fail to comprehend that their arg- | of those principles of “national hatred” which | for which that nation has a traditional | bench-like devices used in the European and | tempt. His India is the India of the 

, uments have been given the lie by events: | have embittered the struggle without in any | dislike. perhaps American zoological gardens with | Servant class of the English officials, 
the establishment of the causes and the final | way influencing its issue, must be taken by The determined action of a great states- | a rug thrown over them. The Hindu riders which has none of the virtues of their own + 

refutation of those threadbare pleas, will be | the men who invented them as a weapon of | man may still enable Great Britain to discharge | sit on the elephants American or European | tace or of their employers but’ mainly the 
the work of posterity. Our whole energy | war: then—and then only—will there be a | those obligations to Europe which she under- | fashion vices of both. Of real India Hindu or 

must be concentrated on an attempt to find | hope that the reconciliation of the combatants | took voluntarily a7d, let us hope, with the There is a real Indian scene of a Sikh | Mohammedan, Kipling knows nothing, for 2 
a way out of the blind alley into which the | will be final and definitive. intention of fulfilling them. The moral | religious service; the priest reading the Sikh | such knowledge is not possible without 

3 short-sighted infatuation of British policy and These men must begin the work by | Courage necessary to face the crisis in the | scriptures and waving a chauri over the sympathy. He is the antithesis of another 
the misguided terrorism of a certain section | treating their own compatriots to something | SPitit of sincerity; an honest resolve to | book before ‘him; but soon it transforms English writer and official Felding Hall, who 
of the British Press has driven -humanity. | that has become rather out-of-date in Great | Vindicate the claims of Great Britain to be | itself into another where hands are raised | wrote of Burma with such sympathetic in- 
Perhaps the attempt is a futile one: it is cet- | Britain—frank sincerity. Sincerity in respect | 2 champion of Christianity; a little more | in prayer half in Mohammadan and half | insight in “The Soul of a People”. 

: tainly a difficult and thankless task to en- | of the past, the present, and the future. Lord | frankness and a little less jobbety, both at | perhaps in Roman fashion. Then there is | In the preface to one of his charming : 
deavour to convince people, against their | Kitchener’s speech in the House of Lords | home and abroad: that is all that is re- | another real scene culled from India, the | volumes, Bain speaking of India says. “This 
will, that there is something higher than “na- | was an unfortunate overture; I doubt whether | ited of the man who would once more | gathering of Mohammedan worshippers in jis why nobody can possibly understand 

tional aspirations”, “commercial supremacy”, | any minister has ever been guilty of a more | Taise Great Britain to the proud position she | the Juma Mosque of Delhi. These are the | anything of India who is ignorant of 
or even than- that imaginary and fantastic | absolute want of sincerity; but even a bad | Occupied before the war,—that of arbiter | only real Indian scenes sandwiched into the | Sanskrit which is the key to India, and 

; “right aud justice” for which the Entente, | overture may be redeemed by effective in- | ‘/egritatis politicae. By such means—and | Jungle drama but the confusion of the Sikh | from which all the modern local idioms, be 
- which has no scruples about giving these | strumentation. It is up to Lloyd George, | Only by such means—will the European | and Mohammedan religions is another piece | they Aryan or not, borrow almost everything 

conceptions a very wide berth, if they seem | the ablest man in the British Cabinet, to re- | World be convinced that Great Britain is | of fiction betraying the phenomenal super- | literary, religious, or philosophical which 
likely to act as obstacles to its success, is | vise the terribly bungling work of his honestly concerned to advance the universal ficiality of the arrangement, and bold ad- | they contain.” And in a foot-note he adds, 

presumed to be fighting: I mean the prin- | military colleague and—thus to save the | interests of that Continent in whose private | venturous disregard for truth. For it must | “The dictum of Mr. Rudyard Kippling, whose 4 

ciples of Christianity and that brotherly love | credit and the prestige of the Government | affairs she had no right to interfere. be remembered, that the Sikh religion is a | India is merely a misrepresented Anglo- : 
the utter absence of which is the outstanding | of which he is regarded as the guiding Then again the downfall of Russia’s mili- | protestant off-shoot of Hinduism and though | India, that there aint no ten commandments ' 

: . feature of the campaign as conducted by the | star, But he must lose no time; the final | taty power involves the achievement of one | originally most tolerant and electic in its | there, is superficially a truism and essentially 
Ee ‘Entente, “Love your enemies; bless them that | triumph of truth may be postponed, but it | of the principal objects which British poli- | spirit, its followers were so persecuted during | a foolish libel. No man has done more to 
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